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INTHE UNITEDSTATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORYJUDGMENT AND INJUNCTIVERELIEF

INTRODUCTION

1. Through this lawsuit,PlaintiffsCenter for BiologicalDiversity and WildEarth

Guardians(together “Conservation Groups”) challenge the approval by Defendants U.S.



Department of the Interior (“Interior”),Interior Secretary Debra Haaland,U.S.Bureau of Land

Management (“BLM”),and BLMDirector Tracy Stone-Manning(together “Federal

Defendants”)of at least 3,535 applications for permit to drill (“APDs”) for oil and gas in New

Mexico’sPermian Basin and Wyoming’s Powder River Basin in violation of the National

EnvironmentalPolicy Act (“NEPA”),42 U.S.C.§§ 4321-4370m-11, the EndangeredSpecies Act

(“ESA”),16 U.S.C.§§ 1531-1544,and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act

(“FLPMA”),43 U.S.C.§§ 1701-1787,and those statutes’ implementingregulations.A list of the

challenged APDs is provided in Appendix A and Appendix B, attached below.

transportation activities. In the United States, almost one quarter of all annual emissions are

from fossil fuel resources extracted from public lands. Of that amount, according to the BLM’s

own analyses, oil and gas production from public landsemits nine percent of greenhouse gas

(“GHG”)emissions in the United States, and slightly over one percent of global emissions.

well over 3,500 APDs. The drilling of these oil and gas wells will likely emit 490-600 million

metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (“CO2

their lifespans,equivalent to the annual emissionsof between 131-161coal fired power plants.

This is both a nationally and globally significant quantity of emissions.

greenhouse gas emissions that will result from these approvalsunder NEPA,and failed to

consider the impact of these emissionsas they relate to BLM’s procedural and substantive

obligations under the ESAand FLPMA.Instead,BLMmyopically considered the localized
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2. Climate change is driven primarily by the burning of fossil fuels for energy and

3. During the first sixteen monthsof the Biden administration, the BLMapproved

4. Inapproving these APDs, BLMfailed to evaluate the cumulative impacts of

impacts of a small subset of APD approvals, failed to take a hard look at cumulative impacts,

2

e”) greenhouse gas pollution over the course of



ignored the effects that additional greenhouse gas pollution would have on climate-imperiled

species, and failed to prevent the unnecessary and undue degradation of public lands, as is the

agency’s duty.

demonstrates that increasing greenhouse gas emissions are causing irreparable damage to

virtually every ecosystem on the planet. From rising temperatures, increased drought and

wildfires, more chaotic and extreme weather, ocean acidification, loss of sea and land ice, to

rising sea levels, the impacts of climate change are already being experienced virtually

everywhere. By failing to consider and act on these impacts,BLMviolated the law in four

distinct ways.

and the National Marine Fisheries Service (together the “Services”) on the effect that GHG

emissions from the challenged wells will have on threatened and endangered species protected

under the ESA.The consultation procedures of the ESAare designed to ensure that all federal

agencies examine both the direct and indirect effects of their activities, even when those indirect

effects are removed from the immediate footprint of the agency action, and minimize the harm

to protected species that might result.

towards extinction primarily by climate change. InPlaintiffs’ Notice of Intent to Sue for

violations of the ESA,submitted to Federal Defendantsprior to bringing this case and

incorporatedherein by reference,Plaintiffs identified approximately 150 animalsand plants for

which climate change is a primary driver of their decline. These species include coral reefs,
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5. An ever-growing body of scientific literature,which BLMacknowledges,

6. First,BLMfailed to consult with the U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service (“USFWS”)

7. A large and growing number of U.S. endangered species are being pushed

Hawaiian songbirds, desert fish, mountaintop species, ice seals and polar bears, and species

3



found in low-lyingareas like the Florida Keys.For biodiversity in the United States, the

situation is the most dire in Hawaii. A scientific paper published in the spring of 2022 warns

that three Hawaiiansongbirds will be extinct in the wild in three to five years due to the uphill

spread of mosquitos and avian malaria caused by climate change. At no point has the BLMever

considered the contribution from its fossil fuel program to the decline of these bird species, or

for that matter any other climate-imperiledspecies being driven towards extinction by ever-

increasing emissions. This failure violates the ESA.

unnecessary and undue degradation of public lands resulting from ongoing oil and gas

permitting.As the agency acknowledges,almost all ecosystems in the United States are

unraveling as a result of climate change. The lands administered by the BLM are found

predominantly in the western half of the nation and Alaska. Inparticular, lands in the western

United States are experiencing a climate change-exacerbatedmegadrought, the likes of which

have not been seen in 800 years, and unprecedentedand severe wildfires. These and other

climate impacts will occur more frequently and grow more severe as additional greenhouse gas

pollution occurs, including the pollution from federal oil and gas permitting.Under FLPMA,the

BLMhas a duty to take action to prevent such unnecessary and undue degradation of the lands

it administers. Yet the agency continues to authorize additional oil and gas development,

including the over 3,500 oil and gas wells challenged here, without considering or taking action

related to this substantive duty. The resulting greenhouse gas emissions exacerbate the climate

crisis, causing unnecessary and undue degradation of almost every landscape BLMmanages.
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8. Second, BLMviolated FLPMA by failing to consider or take action to prevent the

9. Third, the BLMhas failed to take a hard look at cumulative GHG emissionsand

climate impacts under NEPA.Rather,BLMmerely quantified projected GHGemissions from
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the APD approvals and listed the percent increase or the fraction of regional or national GHG

emissions they represent in a table. This does not satisfy BLM’s obligation to take a hard look at

cumulative GHG emissions and climate impacts.BLMmust analyze and disclose reasonably

foreseeable cumulative climate impacts of these GHG emissions, as well as provide some

measure of the significance and severity of these emissions, from the challenged APD approvals

and aggregated nationwide across the agency’s fossil fuel program.

10. Fourth, the BLMhas failed to take a hard look at environmental justice under

NEPA.There are communitiesin NewMexico,Wyoming, and nationwide that are likely to

experience disproportionate1and adverse effects from climate change, and from oil and gas

development authorized by BLM.Yet nowhere in any of its NEPA documents for the

challenged APDs does BLMeven mention environmental justice––neither the term itself, nor

any potential for disproportionate risks and impacts arising from the challenged APD approvals,

BLM’sfossil fuel program, or climate change. Moreover,BLMhas failed to assess or

acknowledge the contribution of itsAPD approvals and its fossil fuel program to environmental

injustices associated with GHGemissions and climate change. Communities from Alaska to the

Gulf of Mexico will see their landsdisappear due to rising sea levels and worsening storms.

Droughtsand wildfires will increasingly displace and destroy communitiesin the West. People

and communities already experiencing environmental,social, and structural inequities and

injustices are likely to suffer the worst climate impacts.

1 AsusedinExecutiveOrder12898on environmentaljustice,a term used“to describesituations

of concernwhere there existssignificantlyhigherand moreadversehealthandenvironmental

effectson minoritypopulations,low-incomepopulationsor indigenouspeoples.”See U.S.

EnvironmentalProtectionAgency,“EJ2020Glossary,”availableat:
https://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/ej-2020-glossary.
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U.S.C.§§ 1531-1544,FLPMA,43 U.S.C.§§ 1701-1787,and the Administrative Procedure Act

(“APA”),5 U.S.C.§§ 701-706.

1346 because it arises under the laws of the United States and involves the United States as a

defendant. Jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ ESAclaim arises under 16 U.S.C. § 1540(g).

705-706, and would redress the actual and imminent,concrete injuries to Conservation Groups

caused by Federal Defendants’ failure to comply with duties mandated by NEPA, the ESAand

FLPMA,and their implementingregulations.Conservation Groups’ interests will be adversely

affected and irreparably injured if Federal Defendants continue to violate NEPA, the ESA,and

FLPMA,as alleged herein, and if they affirmatively implement the decisionschallenged herein.

These injuries are concrete and particularizedand fairly traceable to Federal Defendants’

challenged decisions, providing the requisite personal stake in the outcome of this controversy
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11. Plaintiffs therefore ask this Court to declare BLM’s APD approvalschallenged

herein to be unlawful, to vacate or set aside all APD approvals, to remand to BLMfor further

action in accordance with applicable law, and to enjoin Federal Defendantsfrom approving or

otherwise taking action to approve any applications for permits to drill on federal public lands

and minerals until Federal Defendants have fully complied with NEPAand its implementing

regulations,and the substantive provisions of the ESA and FLPMA.

JURISDICTIONAND VENUE

12. This action arises under NEPA,42 U.S.C.§§ 4321-4370m-11, the ESA,16

13. Jurisdiction is proper in this Court pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331and 28 U.S.C. §

14. The requested relief is proper under 28 U.S.C.§§ 2201-2202 and 5 U.S.C.§§

necessary for this Court’s jurisdiction.
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Groupscaused by Federal Defendants’ failure to comply with duties mandated by NEPA, the

ESA,and FLPMA and those statutes’ implementingregulations.

5 U.S.C.§§ 702, 704, and 706.

administrative remedies.

Land Management,Department of the Interior and U.S. Department of Commerce as required by

16 U.S.C. § 1540(g)on February 2, 2022, alleging violations of the EndangeredSpeciesAct

including the failure to consult on the approval of APDs with respect to climate-imperiled

species and the failure to reinitiate consultationsregarding the impactsto climate-imperiled

species that were never considered at any point in any applicable resource management plans.

An updated Notice of Intent to Sue was submitted to the Federal Defendants on March 28, 2022,

that included plaintiff WildEarth Guardians.

of the United States are named as Defendantsin their official capacities and reside in this judicial

district; Plaintiff Center for BiologicalDiversity maintainsan office in this judicial district; and a

substantial part of the events or omissionsgiving rise to the claims have occurred in this judicial

district, includingunderlyingdecision-making and guidance for the U.S. Department of the

Interior’smanagement of federal oil and gas resources, as disseminated to the agency’s field

offices.

15. The requested relief would redress the actual, concrete injuries to Conservation

16. The challenged agency actions are final and subject to judicial review pursuant to

17. Conservation Groupshave exhausted any and all available and requested

18. The Center for Biological Diversity sent a Notice of Intent to Sue to the Bureau of

19. Venue in this Court isproper pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e)(1)because officers
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profit conservation organization headquartered in Tucson, Arizona, with offices in Washington,

D.C., a number of states, and Mexico.The Center uses science, policy, and law to advocate for

the conservation and recovery of species on the brink of extinction and the habitats they need to

survive. The Center has and continues to advocate actively for increased protections for species

and their habitats across the United States. The Center has more than 81,000 members and 1.7

million online members and activists. The Center’s board, staff, and members observe wildlife

for recreation,scientific research, aesthetic pursuits, and spiritual renewal, including climate-

imperiled species harmed by greenhouse gas emissions caused by oil and gas development on

BLMlands, and recreate on public lands across the United States as well as public lands in New

Mexico and Wyoming that will be affected by the drilling permits challenged herein. The Center

brings this action on its own behalf and on behalf of itsadversely affected members.

organization based in Santa Fe, New Mexico,with offices throughout the West. Guardians has

more than 187,000 membersand activists, some of whom live,work, or recreate on public lands

across the West and on and near the drilling permits in New Mexico and Wyoming challenged

herein. Guardiansand its members are dedicated to protecting and restoring the wildlife, wild

places, wild rivers, and health of the American West. Toward this end, Guardiansand its

members work to replace fossil fuels with clean, renewable energy in order to safeguard public

health, the environment,and the Earth’sclimate.
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PARTIES

20. Plaintiff CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY (“the Center”) is a non-

21. Plaintiff WILDEARTHGUARDIANS(“Guardians”) is a non-profit membership

22. Conservation Groups’ membersuse and enjoy the cultural resources,wildlands,

wildlife habitat, rivers, streams, and healthy environment on BLMand other public lands across
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the nation, includingBLMlandsand other public lands in New Mexico and Wyoming that are in

and adjacent to the oil and gas well sites that are the subject of this Complaint.Conservation

Groups’ membersuse and enjoy these public landsacross the nation for hiking, fishing, hunting,

camping, photographingscenery and wildlife, wildlife viewing, aesthetic enjoyment, and

engaging in other vocational, scientific, and recreationalactivities.

enjoy observing, photographing,filming, and otherwise appreciating threatened and endangered

species, as well as their habitats. Inparticular, these individuals enjoy and appreciate observing

climate-imperiledspecies, and derive professional,scientific, educational, recreational,

aesthetic, moral, spiritual, and other benefits from seeing these species and their habitat in the

wild. Plaintiffs have memberswho have visited and have concrete plans to again visit these

species and their habitat.

Arizona to observe and photograph the Mt.Graham red squirrel, whose remaining cold

mountaintop,microclimate continued to shrink and degrade as temperatureswarm and wildfires

become more intense and more frequent. Center member Chris Nagano, a former U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service biologist and entomologist, routinely travels and intends to visit again areas

that are home to the Miami blue butterfly,Quino checkerspot butterfly and Schaus swallowtail

butterfly,all of which are threatened by warming temperatures. Center member Brett Hartl has

traveled extensively across the United States to view whooping cranes, Hawaiiansongbirds,

piping plover, and eastern black rail. These species are threatened by sea level rise and

degradation of their habitatsas temperature rise due to climate change. Center member Jenny
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23. Conservation Groups, their members,and supporters include individualswho

24. For example, Center member Robin Silver routinely travels to Mt.Graham,

Ross is a freelance photographer and writer who has traveled numerous times to photograph
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polar bears in the Arctic and she intendsto do so again in the future. Center member Abel

Valdivia is a professional marine biologist whose research focuses on coral species, and has

observed elkhorn and staghorn coral on many occasions, and travels internationally for work

and for personal enjoyment to view coral reefs, all of which are threatened by ocean

acidification and warming temperatures. The concrete interests of these and other Center

membersin observing, studying, and otherwise benefitting from these and other climate-

imperiled species throughout the United States (and the world) are imperiled by Defendants’

failure to engage in ESA Section 7 consultation regarding the federal agency actions at issue.

public lands in the Powder River Basin, including areas directly impacted by development of

many of the challenged APDs. Mr.Nicholsuses BLMand other public lands for hiking,

searching for wildlife, searching for other unique natural artifacts, and enjoying the feeling of

being away from it all. Oil and gas development has a negative impact on the relatively

undeveloped landscapes particularly enjoyed by Mr.Nichols, through drilling, fracking, flaring,

truck traffic, construction of pipelines, installationof tanks and compressor stations,

development of processing facilities, and overall leading to an enormous influx of industrial

development and traffic. The development leads to air pollution,both directly from engines,

flaring, and other sources, but also through the creation of haze and smog. Oil and gas

development inevitably has a negative impact on Mr.Nichols' recreational and aesthetic

pursuits.BLM'sunlawful approval of the APDs – without complying with NEPA, the ESA,and

FLPMA – will lead to additional oil and gas development across the Powder River Basin and

will exacerbate these and other harms. Nichols also enjoys searching for wildlife, including
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25. Inaddition, Guardians member Jeremy Nichols regularly travels to recreate on

various species threatened by catastrophic climate change. Mr.Nichols' ability to observe
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and other public landsaround the nation, including in New Mexico and Wyoming, that include

or are adjacent to the well sites for the oil and gas drilling permits challenged herein and lands

that are around or within view of landsaffected by the drilling permits challenged herein, to

enjoy cultural resources,wildlands, wildlife habitat, rivers, streams, and healthy environments

frequently and on an ongoing basis long into the future, including this summer, fall, and winter.

affected and diminished as a result of Federal Defendants’ APD approvals. Conservation

Groups’ membersrecreate on and enjoy public lands that include and are near the well sites for

the oil and gas drilling permits that are the subject of this lawsuit.Development of oil and gas

wells resulting from these drilling permits stands to directly alter the natural state of public lands

within these areas, emit greenhouse gases and exacerbate climate change, produce air pollution

that is offensive and dangerous, and cause further unnecessary and undue degradation and

otherwise adversely impact public lands, communities, climate-threatenedspecies and their

habitats, and environmental justice.

not only new industrial activity, but also noise, destruction of wildlife habitat, surface
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wildlife, including wolverine, Canada lynx,Bull trout and other imperiled fish species, is

imperiled by increased temperatures resulting from climate change. Defendants' approvals of

the challenged APDs will lead to additional GHG emissions and exacerbate the increased

temperaturesand other negative impactsof climate change, thereby harming Mr.Nichols'

ability to observe and enjoy these and other climate-imperiledspecies

26. Conservation Groups’ membersintend to continue to use and enjoy BLMlands

27. Conservation Groups’ members’ enjoyment of public landswill be adversely

28. The development of the oil and gas drilling permits challenged herein will bring

disturbance, air pollution,and water contamination.These impacts can be far-reaching. For

11



example, air pollution from oil and gas development can create extensive visible emissions that

create haze and smog in large regions.

and their membersstand to suffer as a result of Federal Defendants’ actions. If Federal

Defendants had properly taken into account the climate and environmental justice impacts of

their actions, as NEPArequires, they may have rejected or otherwise conditioned the issuance of

the challenged drilling permits. If Federal Defendants had consulted with the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries Service to ensure the challenged actions would

not jeopardize the continued existence of climate-imperiled listed species and their habitats, as is

their duty under the ESA, they may have rejected or otherwise conditioned the issuance of the

challenged drilling permits. And if Federal Defendants had defined and taken action to avoid the

unnecessary and undue degradation of public lands, as is their substantive duty under FLPMA,

they may have rejected or otherwise conditioned the issuance of the challenged drilling permits.

Such actions would have mitigated or eliminated the threat of reasonably foreseeable oil and gas

development, preventing the diminishment of the enjoyment of public lands used by

Conservation Groups’ members. A favorable ruling would ensure that as Conservation Groups’

members continue to use and enjoy public lands affected by Federal Defendants’ actions, their

harmswould be reduced, if not eliminated.

of the United States government that is responsible for the conservation and management of the

nation’s natural resources, including its public lands, wildlife and endangered species, resources,
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29. A favorable ruling in this case would redress the harms that Conservation Groups

30. Defendant U.S. DEPARTMENTOF THE INTERIORis an executive department

mineral estates, and cultural heritage. In this managerial capacity, the U.S. Department of the
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Interior is responsible for implementingand complying with federal law, including the federal

laws under which this action isbrought.

the U.S. Department of the Interior and is responsible for conserving endangered species and

managing federal public lands and resources, including in New Mexico and Wyoming, and, in

that official capacity, is responsible for implementingand complying with federal law, including

the federal laws under which this action isbrought.

U.S. Department of the Interior and is responsible for managing federal public lands and

resources, including federal onshore oil and gas resourcesand the development of those

resources. In this managerial capacity, BLMis responsible for implementingand complying with

federal law, including the federal laws under which this action isbrought.

Management,an agency within the U.S.Department of the Interior,and is responsible for

managing the public lands, wildlife resources, and public mineral estate of the United States. In

her official capacity, Director Stone-Manning is responsible for implementingand complying

with federal law, including the federal lawsunder which this action is brought.

I. NationalEnvironmentalPolicy Act

components of the natural environment,” Congress enacted NEPA in 1970 “to use all practicable
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31. Defendant DEBRA HAALANDis sued in her official capacity as the Secretary of

32. Defendant U.S.BUREAUOF LANDMANAGEMENTis an agency within the

33. Defendant TRACY STONE-MANNINGisDirector of the Bureau of Land

LEGAL ANDPOLICY BACKGROUND

A. General NEPA Framework and Greenhouse Gas Analysis

34. Recognizing“the profound impact of man’s activity on the interrelations of all

means and measures . . . to create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist
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in productive harmony . . . .” 42 U.S.C. § 4331(a). The act declares that “each person should

enjoy a healthful environment”—to ensure that the federal government uses all practicable

means to “assure for all Americanssafe, healthful,productive,and esthetically and culturally

pleasing surroundings,” and to “attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment

without degradation, risk to health or safety, or other undesirable and unintended consequences,”

among other policies. Id.§ 4331(b).

federal agency responsible for implementingNEPA:

87 Fed. Reg. 23,453 (April 20, 2022).

agencies take a hard look at environmental consequences.” Robertsonv. Methow Valley Citizens

Council, 490 U.S. 332, 350 (1989) (citations omitted) (emphasisadded).

action.” 40 C.F.R. § 1500.1(a).NEPA regulations“are intended to ensure that relevant

environmental information is identified and considered early in the process in order to ensure
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35. According to the White House Council on EnvironmentalQuality (“CEQ”), the

. . . NEPA was a statute ahead of its time, and it remains relevant and vital today.

It codifies the common-sense and fundamental idea of “look before you leap” to
guide agency decision making, particularly in complex and consequential areas,

because conducting sound environmental analysis before actions are taken

reduces conflict and waste in the long run by avoiding unnecessary harms and

uninformed decisions. It establishes a framework for agencies to ground decisions

in sound science and recognizes that the public may have important ideas and
information on how Federal actions can occur in a manner that reduces potential

harms and enhances ecological, social, and economic well-being.

36. NEPAachieves its purpose through “action forcing procedures. . . requir[ing] that

37. NEPA'spurpose is “to provide for informed decision making and foster excellent

informed decision making by Federal agencies. Id.§ 1500.1(b).
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irretrievable commitments of resourceswhich would be involved in the proposed action should it

be implemented.” 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(v).

“detailed statement” regarding all “major federal actionssignificantly affecting the quality of the

human environment.” Id.§ 4332(C). This statement, known as an EnvironmentalImpact

Statement (“EIS”),must among other things ensure that agenciesconsider the environmental

impactsof their actions in decision-making;provide full and fair discussion of significant

environmental impacts; and inform decision makers and the public of reasonable alternativesthat

would avoid or minimize adverse impacts or enhance the quality of the human environment. 40

C.F.R. § 1502.1.An EISmust describe the environment of the area or areas to be affected,

including the reasonably foreseeable environmental trends in the areas and the environmental

impactsof the proposed action; reasonable alternativesto the proposed action and the

significance of those impacts; and the means to mitigate adverse environmental impacts. 40

C.F.R. §§ 1502.15,1502.16(a)(1)-(9).

the severity” of effects. Robertsonv. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. at 352.

An agency may also prepare an environmental assessment (“EA”) if it has determined not to

prepare an EIS.40 C.F.R. § 1501.5(a).

whether to prepare an EIS or a finding of no significant impact (“FONSI”); the environmental
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38. Federal agenciesmust comply with NEPAbefore there are “any irreversible and

39. To accomplish these purposes, NEPA requiresthat all federal agencies prepare a

40. BLM’s analysismust do more than merely identify impacts; it must also “evaluate

41. An EA must include discussion of sufficient evidence and analysis to determine

impacts of the proposed action; and alternatives to the proposed action. Id.§ 1501.5(c).
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emissions, the CEQ has directed federal agencies to “consider all available tools and resources in

assessing GHG emissions and climate change effects of their proposed actions, including,as

appropriate and relevant, the 2016 GHGGuidance.” 86 Fed. Reg. 10,252 (Feb. 21, 2021). The

“2016 GHGGuidance” refers to the Final Guidance for Federal Departments and Agencies on

Consideration of Greenhouse Gas Emissions and the Effects of Climate Change in National

EnvironmentalPolicy Reviewsissued August 2, 2016. 81Fed. Reg. 51,866 (Aug.5, 2016).2

2 The 2016 GHG Guidance is available at: https://ceq.doe.gov/docs/ceq-regulations-and-

guidance/nepa_final_ghg_guidance.pdf.

In2017,PresidentTrumpwithdrewthe 2016GHGGuidance,82 Fed.Reg.16,093,16,094(Mar.

28,2017).In2019,the Trumpadministrationissueddraft guidanceon analysisof GHGsunder

NEPA.See “Draft NationalEnvironmentalPolicyAct Guidanceon Considerationof Greenhouse
Gas Emissions,”84 Fed.Reg.30,097(June 26,2019)(“Draft2019GHGGuidance”).However,

that draft guidancewas never finalized.See 86 Fed.Reg.10,252(Feb.19,2021).
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42. To implement NEPA’s requirement to evaluate the effects of greenhouse gas

43. The 2016 GHG Guidance advises federal agencies to:

• quantify a proposed agency action’sprojecteddirect and indirect GHGemissions,

taking into account available data and GHG quantificationtools that are suitable

for the proposed agency action;

• sets forth methods to appropriately analyze reasonably foreseeable direct, indirect,

and cumulative GHG emissions and climate effects;

• use appropriate tools and methodologies for quantifying GHGemissions and

comparing GHGquantities across alternative scenarios;

At the beginning of his administration, President Biden issued Executive Order 13990 directing

CEQ among other things to rescind the Draft 2019 GHG Guidance and update the 2016 GHG

Guidance. 86 Fed. Reg. 7037, 7042 (Jan. 25, 2021). CEQ has since rescinded the Draft 2019
GHG Guidance, is conducting a review and update of the 2016 GHG Guidance, and advised all

federal agencies to use the guidance as appropriate and relevant. 86 Fed. Reg. 10,252 (Feb. 19,

2021); see also San Juan Citizens All. v. U.S. Bureau of Land Mgmt., 326 F. Supp. 3d 1227,

1243 and n. 5 (D.N.M. 2018) (court cited and relied on withdrawn 2016 GHG Guidance as
persuasive and worthy of citation to the extent reasoning is logically sound and consistent with

case law).
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Justice in Minority Populationsand Low-Income Populations,requires that each federal agency

“shall make achieving environmental justice part of itsmission by identifyingand addressing, as

appropriate,disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its

programs,policies, and activitieson minority populations and low-income populations” to the

greatest extent practicable.59 Fed. Reg.7,629 (Feb. 11,1994).

Agency (“EPA”)as “the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardlessof

race, color, national origin, or income,with respect to the development, implementation,and

enforcement of environmental laws, regulations,and policies.”3 According to the EPA,

environmental justice “will be achieved” when “everyone enjoys” two things: “the same degree

of protection from environmental and health hazards,” and “equal access to the decision-making

process to have a healthy environment in which to live, learn, and work.”4

problem” for which courts have held that federal agencies must take a hard look under NEPA

and the APA.
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• not limit themselvesto calculatinga proposedaction’semissionsas a percentage

of sector,nationwide,or globalemissionsindecidingwhether or to what extent to

considerclimatechange impactsunder NEPA;and

• identify alternatives that would make the actions and affected communitiesmore

resilient to the effects of a changing climate.

B. EnvironmentalJustice and Climate Justice Guidance and Policies

44. Executive Order 12898 (“EO12898”),Federal Actions to Address Environmental

45. Environmental justice, in turn, isdefined by the U.S. Environmental Protection

46. Environmental justice is a “relevant factor” and an “important aspect of the

3 See EPA,available at: https://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/learn-about-environmental-

justice (emphasis added).
4 Id.
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environmental justice issuesduring the NEPA process. CEQ recognizes that “[e]nvironmental

justice issues may arise at any step of the NEPA process and agenciesshould consider these

issues at each and every step of the process, as appropriate.” CEQ, Environmental Justice under

the National EnvironmentalPolicy Act, at 8 (Dec. 10,1997).

on low-income populations,minority populations,or Indian tribes”, can identify

disproportionately high and adverse effects that are “significant” under NEPA,but that would

otherwise be overlooked. Id.at 10.

involvement in the NEPAprocess, recommendingthat “[a]gencies should be aware of the

diverse constituencies within any particular community when they seek community

representationand should endeavor to have complete representationof the community as a

whole. Agencies also should be aware that community participationmust occur as early as

possible if it is to be meaningful.” Id.at 9.

13990”),ProtectingPublic Health and the Environment and RestoringScience to Tackle the

Climate Crisis, 86 Fed. Reg. 7037 (Jan. 20, 2021). Through EO 13990, the President directed all

executive departments and agencies “to immediately review and, as appropriate and consistent

with applicable law, take action to address the promulgationof Federal regulationsand other

actions” during the Trump administration that conflict with environmental justice, climate, and

public health objectives outlined in the EO, and “to immediately commence work to confront the
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47. The CEQ has developed guidance to assist federal agencies in addressing

48. According to the CEQ Guidance, environmental justice “considerationof impacts

49. The CEQ Guidance directs agencies to ensure meaningful community

50. On his first day in office, President Biden signed Executive order 13990 (“EO

climate crisis.”
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tackling climate change, and to ensuring that environmental justice concerns were front and

center in undertaking this “urgent and necessary” work, by issuing Executive Order 14008 (“EO

14008”),Tackling the Climate Crisis at Home and Abroad. 86 Fed. Reg. 7619 (Jan. 27, 2021).

achieving environmental justice part of their missions by developing programs,policies, and

activities to address the disproportionately high and adverse human health, environmental,

climate-related and other cumulative impacts on disadvantaged communities…” Id.at 7629.

II. The EndangeredSpecies Act

endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved, [and] to provide a

program for the conservation of such endangered species and threatened species.” 16 U.S.C. §

1531(b). In passing the ESA,Congress intended endangered species to be afforded the highest

of priorities.

Interior and Commerce,which in turn have delegated responsibility to the U.S.Fish and

Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service, respectively.50 C.F.R. § 402.01.

agencies shall seek to conserve endangered species and threatened species and shall utilize their

authorities in furtherance of the purposesof [the Act].” Id.§ 1531(c)(1).

engage in Section 7 consultation with the Services to “insure that any action authorized, funded,
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51. One week later, President Biden affirmed hisadministration’scommitment to

52. Through EO14008, the President directed that federal “[a]genciesshall make

53. The ESA’s purpose is “to provide a meanswhereby the ecosystems upon which

54. The ESAassigns responsibility to implement the statute to the Secretaries of

55. Through the ESA,Congressdeclared itspolicy “that all Federal departmentsand

56. To fulfill the substantive purposes of the ESA, federal agencies are required to

or carried out by such agency . . . is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any
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endangered species or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modificationof

habitat of such species which is determined . . . to be critical.” Id.§ 1536(a)(2).

programs of any kind authorized, funded, or carried out, in whole or in part, by Federal agencies

in the United States or upon the high seas,” such as the promulgationof regulations,or any

“actions directly or indirectly causing modifications to the land, water, or air.” 50 C.F.R. §

402.02.

discretionary Federal involvement or control.” 50 C.F.R. § 402.03. When an agency “had some

discretion to influence or change the activity for the benefit of a protected species” the action

involvessufficient discretion to require Section 7 consultation. Karuk Tribe of Cal. v. U.S.

Forest Serv., 681F.3d 1006,1024 (9th Cir. 2012).

must be followed before agencies take or approve actions that may affect threatened or

endangered species or critical habitat.

determine whether any action may affect listed species or critical habitat” in the action area and

thus whether consultation is required.50 C.F.R. § 402.14(a). The term “may affect” is broadly

construed to include “[a]ny possible effect, whether beneficial,benign, adverse, or of an

undeterminedcharacter,” and thus is easily triggered. 51Fed. Reg.19,926,19,949 (June 3,

1986).
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57. The ESA’s regulatory definition of “action” is broad and includes “all activitiesor

58. Section 7 consultation is required for all such actions “in which there is

59. Section 7(a)(2) and its implementingregulations set forth a detailed process that

60. Each federal agency must “review its actions at the earliest possible time to

61. The “action area” includes all areas that would be “affected directly or indirectly

by the Federal action and not merely the immediate area involved in the action.” 50 C.F.R. §
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402.02. The indirect effects of an action can be far removed from the location a project occurs

and can even encompass the entirety of a threatened or endangered species’ range.

not involvingFederal activities, that are reasonably certain to occur within the action area of the

Federal action subject to consultation. Id.§ 402.02.

agency proceed without consultation. If listed species or critical habitat may be present in the

action area, the agency must analyze the proposed action’s effects. It may do so by first

engaging in “informal consultation” with the Service(s). See id. §§ 402.12, 402.13,

402.14(b)(1). If the agency concludes, in a biological assessment, that the action is “not likely to

adversely affect” listed species—and the Service lawfully concurs in writing—then the

consultation process is completed. Id.§ 403.13(c). Conversely, if the action is “likely to

adversely affect” listed species, the agency must enter into “formal consultation” with the

Service(s), a more extensive and protective process to consider the action’s impacts. Id.§§

402.12(k), 402.14(a).

consultation and concludeswith the Services’ issuance of a “biological opinion.” Id.§§ 402.02;

402.14(c), (g)(4).

the Services’ opinion as to whether the effects of the action are “likely to jeopardize the

continued existence of listed species or result in the destruction or adverse modificationof
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62. Cumulative effects are defined as those effects of future State or private activities,

63. Only if an action agency makes a non-arbitrary “no effect” determination can the

64. Formal ESAconsultation commences with the action agency’s written request for

65. The biological opinion is the heart of the formal consultation processand states

critical habitat.” Id.§ 402.14(g)(4), (h)(3); see 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2),(b)(3)(A).
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biological opinion must outline “reasonable and prudent alternatives” to the action, if any exist,

that will avoid jeopardy and “which [the agency] believes would not violate [Section 7(a)(2)].”

16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(3)(A); 50 C.F.R. § 402.14(h)(3). The Services must also provide “those

reasonable and prudent measuresthat the Secretary considers necessary or appropriate to

minimize such impact.” 16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(4)(ii).

defined as “all consequences to listed species or critical habitat that are caused by the proposed

action, including the consequences of other activities that are caused by the proposed action.”

50 C.F.R. § 402.02. The effects of the action are considered when added to the current

“environmentalbaseline” for the species, which includes“the past and present impacts of all

Federal,State, or private actions and other human activities in the action area, the anticipated

impacts of all proposed Federal projects in the action area that have already undergone formal

or early Section 7 consultation, and the impact of State or private actions which are

contemporaneous with the consultation in process” plusall “cumulative effects,” defined as

“future State or private activities, not involvingFederal activities, that are reasonably certain to

occur within the action area of the Federal action subject to consultation.” Id.

the species and itshabitat.Id.§ 402.14(g). Only where the Services conclude that all of these

elements added together do not threaten a species’ survival and recovery can the agency issue a

no-jeopardy opinion. Pac. Coast Fed’n of Fishermen’s Ass’n v. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
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66. If the Servicesdetermine that the action is likely to jeopardize a species, the

67. A jeopardy analysis requires the Services to assess the “effects of the action,”

68. The Servicesmust consider all of these factors in context of the current status of

426 F.3d 1082,1093 (9th Cir. 2005).
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III. The FederalLandPolicy andManagementAct

then the Bureau of Land Management may not rely on it to fulfill its Section 7 duties.

the completion of the initial consultation. The agenciesmust reviewthe ongoing impacts of the

action and reinitiate consultation: (a) when the amount or extent of taking specified in the

incidental take statement is exceeded; (b) when new information revealseffects of the action

that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not previously

considered; (c) if the identified action issubsequently modified in a manner that causes an effect

to the listed species or critical habitat that was not considered in the biological opinion; or (d) if

a new species is listed or critical habitat designated that may be affected by the identified action.

50 C.F.R. § 402.16.

validity, as does itsaccompanying incidental take statement, which then no longer shields the

action agency from penalties for takings.” Ctr. for Biological Diversity v. BLM,698 F.3d 1101,

1108 (9th Cir. 2012). Finally,during the consultation process and until the requirementsof

Section 7(a)(2) are satisfied, Section 7(d) provides that an agency “shall not make any

irreversible or irretrievable commitment of resources” toward an action that would foreclose

“the formulation or implementationof any reasonable and prudent alternative measures.” 16

U.S.C. § 1536(d);50 C.F.R. § 402.09.

“[p]ower to dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulationsrespecting the Territory or
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69. If a biological opinion does not satisfy the EndangeredSpeciesAct’s standards,

70. Furthermore,the EndangeredSpecies Act’s mandates and duties do not end with

71. When re-initiationof consultations is required, “the original opinion loses its

72. The property clause of the United States Constitution confers upon Congress the

other Property belonging to the United States.” U.S. Constitution,Art. IV.,Sec. 3, Cl. 2.
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Congresshas exercised its power over federal public lands through the passage of FLPMA.

“[W]hile the furthest reachesof the power granted by the Property Clause have not yet been

definitively resolved, [the U.S. Supreme Court] ha[s] repeatedly observed that ‘(t)he power over

the public land thus entrusted to Congress is without limitations.’” Kleppe v. New Mexico,426

U.S. 529, 539 (1976) (citationsomitted).

the Interior]shall, with public involvement and consistent with the terms and conditionsof this

Act, develop, maintain,and, when appropriate, revise land use planswhich provide by tracts or

areas for the use of the public lands.” 43 U.S.C. § 1712(a).Accordingly,BLMmust create

resource management plans (“RMPs”)pursuant to FLPMA’s resource management planning

regulations.43 C.F.R. § 1610.

the quality of [critical resource] values; that, where appropriate,will preserve and protect certain

public lands in their natural condition; that will provide food and habitat for fish and wildlife

and domestic animals; and that will provide for outdoor recreation and human occupancy and

use.” 43 U.S.C. § 1701(a)(8).The act requires the Secretary to account for “the long-term needs

of future generations.” Id.at § 1702(c).This substantive mandate requiresthat the Secretary not

elevate the development of oil and gas resourcesabove other critical resource values in a

planning area. To the contrary, FLPMArequires that where oil and gas development would

threaten the quality of critical resources,conservation of these resources should be the

preeminent goal.
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73. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act requires that “[t]he Secretary [of

74. FLPMA directs that “the public landsbe managed in a manner that will protect

75. FLPMA also provides that public lands be managed “on the basis of multiple use

and sustained yield.” Id.§ 1701(a)(7).
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Id.§ 1702(c).

IV. Administrative Procedure Act

perpetuity of a high-level annual or regular periodic output of the various renewable resources

of the public landsconsistent with multiple use.” Id.§ 1702(h).

FLPMA,“the Secretary shall, by regulation or otherwise, take any action necessary to prevent

unnecessary or undue degradation of the lands.” Id.§ 1732(b) (emphasisadded). This duty is

“the heart of FLPMA.” MineralPolicy Center v. Norton,292 F.Supp.2d 30, 42. (D.D.C.2003).

the provisionsof [FLPMA]with respect to the management,use, and protection of the public

lands …” 43 U.S.C. § 1733(a).

because of agency action.” 5 U.S.C. § 702. Actions that are reviewable under the APA include

final agency actions “for which there is no other adequate remedy in a court.” Id.
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76. The term “multiple use” means:

. . . a combination of balanced and diverse resource uses that takes into account
the long-term needs of future generations for renewable and nonrenewable

resources, including, but not limited to, recreation, range, timber, minerals,

watershed, wildlife and fish, and natural scenic, scientific and historical values;

and harmonious and coordinated management of the various resources without

permanent impairment of the productivity of the land and the quality of the
environment with consideration being given to the relative values of the resources

and not necessarily to the combination of uses that will give the greatest economic

return or the greatest unit output.

77. The term “sustained yield” means “the achievement and maintenance in

78. Inapplying the principles of multiple use and sustained yield mandated by

79. FLPMA expressly obliges Interior to “issue regulations necessary to implement

80. The APA provides a right to judicial review to any “person suffering legal wrong

81. Under the APA, a reviewing court shall, inter alia, “hold unlawful and set aside

agency action . . . found to be arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in
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V. FederalOil and Gas Planningand Management

accordance with law.” Id.§ 706(2)(A).Agency actionsmay also be set aside in other

circumstances, such as where the action is “without observance of procedure required by law.”

Id.§ 706(2)(B)-(F).

Motor Vehicles Mfrs.Assoc. v. State Farm Mut. Auto Ins.Co., 463 U.S. at 29, 43 (1983).

Each phase is distinct, serves distinct purposes, and issubject to nationally applicable rules,

policies, and procedures established by the BLM’snational office in Washington, D.C.

43 C.F.R. Subparts1601& 1610,along with guidance in BLM’s Land Use PlanningHandbook

(H-1601-1) (“BLMHandbook”).An RMP projects present and future use of public lands and

their resources by establishing management priorities,as well as guiding and constraining

BLM’simplementation-stagemanagement.

which public lands containing federal mineralswill be open to leasing and under what

conditions. The basis for such land designations is the detailed hard look analysis of the direct,

indirect, and cumulative impacts to the environment of predicted implementation-stage

development in the RMP’scorresponding EIS.

. . . if the agencyhas reliedon factorswhichCongresshas not intendedit to
consider,entirelyfailedto consideran importantaspect of the problem,offeredan

explanationfor itsdecisionthat runscounterto the evidencebeforethe agency,or

is so implausiblethat it couldnot be ascribedto a differenceinview or the

product of agencyexpertise.

82. An agency decision is arbitrary or capricious,

83. BLMmanages onshore oil and gas development through a three-phase process.

84. In the first phase, BLMprepares a resource management plan in accordance with

85. With respect to fluid minerals leasing decisions, BLMdetermines in the RMP
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86. A reasonably foreseeable development scenario (“RFDS”)underlies BLM’s
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assumptions regarding the pace and scope of fluid minerals development within the RMP

planning area. An RFDS does not include any analysis of environmental impactsand is not a

NEPA document.

lease and proceedsto sell and execute leases for those lands through a lease sale and issuance.

Leases are sold in accordance with 43 C.F.R. Subpart 3120, with additional agency guidance

outlined in BLMInstructionMemoranda.The BLM state offices generally oversee the lease

sales, while the BLMfield offices where specific lease parcelsare located conduct NEPA

review,solicit public comment, and apply appropriate site-specific leasing stipulations.

3120.1-3. Although BLMmay proceed with a lease sale after a protest has been filed, BLM

must resolve any and all protests received prior to issuing a lease parcel to a successful bidder.

BLMCompetitive LeasesHandbook H-3120-1,Section II.G.(“Every effort must be made to

decide the protest prior to the sale.”).

if public lands were made available for leasing pursuant to the RMP.Udall v. Tallman, 380 U.S.

1, 4 (1965).

conditions, which can serve as “stipulations” to protect the environment.43 C.F.R. § 3101.1-3.

Once BLMissues leases, it may impose conditions of approval that are delimited by the terms

and conditions of the lease. Id.§ 3101.1-2.
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87. In the second phase, BLMidentifies the boundariesfor lands to be offered for

88. BLMregulationsallow for the public to protest the sale of specific parcels. Id.§

89. Prior to the point BLMsells a lease, BLMmay refuse to lease public lands, even

90. Prior to a BLM lease sale, BLMhas the authority to subject leases to terms and

91. Once sold, the lease purchaser has the right to use as much of the leased land as is

necessary to explore and drill oil and gas within the lease boundaries,subject to stipulations
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I. The ChallengedOil andGasDrillingPermits

attached to the lease. Id.

“improperly issued.” Id.§ 3108.3(d). A lease may be canceled where BLMhas not complied

with all applicable legal requirements prior to lease issuance. Clayton W. Williams, Jr., 103

IBLA 192 (1988).

submit an application for permit to drill to BLMfor approval prior to drilling. 43 C.F.R. §

3162.3-1(c).

environmental impacts of drilling and alternatives. 40 C.F.R. § 1501.5(c)(2).

of “reasonable measures” whose scope is delimited by the lease and the lessee’ssurface use

rights. Id.§ 3101.1-2.

are conducted in accordance with BLMregulationsat 43 C.F.R. Part 3160.

May 31, 2022 in NewMexico’s Permian Basin, through BLM’s Carlsbad and RoswellField

Offices, and in Wyoming’s Powder River Basin, through BLM’s Buffalo and Casper Field

Offices.
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92. The Secretary of the Interior has the authority to cancel leases that have been

93. The third phase occurs once BLMissues a lease, and the lessee is required to

94. At this stage, BLMconducts NEPA review that must include discussion of the

95. At this stage, BLMmay condition approval of the APD on the lessee’s adoption

96. Oil and gas operations associated with exploration,development and production

FACTUALBACKGROUND

97. Conservation Groupschallenge all APDs approved between January 21, 2021and

98. Based on available data from BLM,the agency approved at least 3,535 APDs in

the Permian and Powder River Basins during this time period––roughly the first 16 months of
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the Biden administration,as further detailed below. Of these approvals, at least 2,726 permits

are located in the Permian Basin in New Mexico,on lands managed by the Carlsbad Field

Office (2,721permit approvals) and Roswell Field Office (5 permit approvals). The at least 809

permits which remain are located in the Powder River Basin in Wyoming, on lands managed by

the Buffalo Field Office (478 permit approvals) and Casper Field Office (331permit

approvals).5 A list of the challenged APDs is set forth in Appendix A and Appendix B.6

99. More specifically, according to BLM’s AFMSS database, the agency approved

3,535 APDs in the Carlsbad, Roswell,Buffalo and Casper Field Officesbetween January 20,

2021and May 31, 2022. According to the E-Planningdatabase, BLMissued 113 NEPA

decisions approving 831wells in those field offices in this same time period. The incompatibility

of the AFMSS and E-Planningdatabases, as detailed below, precludes a determination of

whether or how many of the 831wells approved in E-Planningare included among the 3,535

APDs approved in AFMSS. Therefore, BLMhas approved a total of between 3,535 and 4,366

between January 20, 2021and May 31, 2022. See Appendix A and Appendix B.

100. Together, the New Mexico Permian Basin and Wyoming Powder River Basin

APD approvals challenged herein constitute approximately 74% of all BLMonshore oil and gas

drilling permit approvals during President Biden’s first 16 months in office.

5 The approved APD data is gathered from BLM’s Automated Fluid Minerals Support System

(“AFMSS”), available at: https://reports.blm.gov/report/AFMSS/81/Approved-APDs-Report-
Federal, and BLM’s E-Planning database, available at: https://eplanning.blm.gov/eplanning-

ui/home.
6 The list of challenged permits is developed based on available data from BLM, which may or

may not be complete for reasons set forth below. Citizen Groups reserve the right to add
additional APD approvals during the time period challenged based on information not available

through BLM’s AFMSS or E-Planning databases.
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greenhouse gas emissionsand climate impacts––particularlycumulative emissionsand impacts,

including the aggregate emissionsand impacts of the federal fossil fuel program nationwide.

documentation for the challenged APDs––let alone take a hard look at environmental justice

impacts on relevant communitiesthat are disproportionately impacted by oil and gas pollution

and resulting climate harms.

harm from greenhouse gas emissions, in violation of the Section 7 consultation requirementsof

the ESA.

degradation of public landscaused by the cumulative impactsfrom GHG emissions and climate

change.

II. The Inadequaciesof BLM’sAPD Approval Processand NEPADocumentation

approving APDs: (1) the Automated Fluid Minerals Support System Reports (“AFMSS”)

database, and (2) the E-Planningdatabase. For the public to track the approval of APDs requires

accessing three separate data interfacesfor these two datasets, at different points in this approval

process. The labyrinthianmaze within these three data interfacesfrustrates the public’sability

to determine what APDs have been approved and where, to access accurate NEPA

documentation for APDs, and for Plaintiffs’ ability to access NEPA documents for all

challenged APDs. Plaintiffs’ review of these systems also suggests that NEPA documentation
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101. In itsEAs for all the challenged APD approvals, BLMfailed to take a hard look at

102. BLMalso failed to mention environmental justice impacts in any of its NEPA

103. The BLMfailed to complete the mandatory consultation requirements to address

104. The BLMfailed to take action to define and prevent unnecessary and undue

105. The BLMuses two separate databases for its system of proposing,analyzing, and

may be missing or uncompletedon a large number of APD approvals identified herein.
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106. BLMdescribes its process for approval of APDs as follows:

Upon receiving an APD, BLM typically conducts an onsite inspection with
surface and/or mineral estate owners, resource specialists, the operator, and when

applicable, other Surface Management Agencies (or SMAs, such as states, tribal

representatives, or other Federal agencies like the USDA Forest Service). After

completing these inspections, the BLM, together with any other relevant SMAs,

conducts a NEPA analysis, and then approves, approves with modifications,
denies, or defers action on the application.7

107. For the public, attempting to track a comprehensive dataset of APD applications

and BLM’s NEPA documents and approvals involvesthree steps.

108. Step one requiresthe public to use the Automated FluidMineralsSupport System

Reports (“AFMSS”)database8 and its “30 Day Federal Public Posting”9 interface to track APD

applications.This interface allows the public to query for APDs submitted to the agency for

review within the last 30 days. Data provided from these queries include general information

about proposed APDs, such as location and administrative identifiers,but provide no NEPA

documentsor informationabout potential environmental impacts. This limited information is

only presented within fields populating a spreadsheet row. The 30 Day Federal Public Posting

interface offers no mechanism for public comment on APDs listed therein. This information

disappears after 30 days.

109. Step two involves accessing a second database and interface, “E-Planning” to

search for NEPAdocuments.10 E-Planning is the sole meansby which the public can access

NEPA documents for APDs. It allows the public to query for NEPA projects by state, BLM

administrative units, type of NEPAdocumentation (e.g., EAs),program, or year. Its search

7 BLM,2022.Applicationsfor Permitsto Drill.See https://www.blm.gov/programs/energy-and-

minerals/oil-and-gas/operations-and-production/permitting/applications-permits-drill.
8 See https://reports.blm.gov/reports.cfm?application=AFMSS.
9 See https://reports.blm.gov/report/AFMSS/34/30-Day-Federal-Public-Posting.
10 See https://eplanning.blm.gov/eplanning-ui/home.
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mechanism for individual APD NEPA projects does not reliably identify specific APD projects

through NEPAnumber, project name, or document name.

110. E-Planningwebpages for APD NEPA projects—shouldthe public be able to

locate them—include a status page and a documentspage. The status page lists basic project

informationand timelines. The document page typically includes an environmental assessment,

categorical exclusion (“CatEx”),or determination of NEPA adequacy (“DNA”),as applicable,

and, upon completion, a corresponding decision document.

111. BLM’s administrationof APD NEPAdocumentation within E-Planning is

inconsistent and unreliable, is often incomplete and out-of-date, and does not provide public

notice or an opportunity to comment. Inmost cases, APD NEPA documents are not posted to E-

Planninguntil after decisions approving those projectshave been signed.11Inother cases, BLM

claims that it “publishes a NEPA log for public inspection” of proposed and approved actions at

a field office or on the BLMstate website,12 but the link to the website for proposed actions13

does not work for either NewMexico or Wyoming. At other times, BLMexplicitly excludes

11 See, e.g., DOI-BLM-NM-P020-2022-0160-EA, involving analysis and approval of 12

horizontal wells and associated infrastructure on BLMland within the Carlsbad Field Office’s

jurisdiction, for which no EA was published on E-Planning until at least several days after the

project Decision Record and FONSI were signed on January 31, 2022. The January 31, 2022
decision in the documents tab (available at: https://eplanning.blm.gov/eplanning-

ui/project/2016728/570) and February 3, 2022 screenshot of E-Planning page lacking

“documents” tab (available at:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MYxNaBzcJGZIIcRppwoQd8E7iEGa165r/view?usp=sharing).

See also DOI-BLM-WY-P070-2021-0146-EA, involving five APDs and wells, whose EA was

published in E-Planning on the same day (Feb. 8, 2022) as decision documents approving the
project (available at: https://eplanning.blm.gov/eplanning-ui/project/2015677/570).
12 See, e.g., DOI-BLM-NM-P020-2021-0361-EA, approving 39 wells in the Carlsbad Field

Office, available at:

https://eplanning.blm.gov/public_projects/2011637/200476910/20035666/250041863/Final%20
EA-%20XTO%20James%20Ranch%20Unit%20DI2%20MW.pdf.
13 See http://www.blm.gov/nm/st/en/prog/planning/nepa_logs.html.
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APD NEPA documents from E-Planninguntil project decisions are signed, citing the AFMSS

30 Day Federal Public Posting,14 which provides no mechanism for or discussion of public

comment. Instill other APD NEPA documents, BLMtells the public that it “publishes National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) documents to the national register known as E-Planning.

The register allowsyou to reviewand comment online on BLMNEPA and planning projects.”15

112. Step three for the public involves reviewing and cross-referencingapproved

APDs on a second, separate interface within the AFMSS database, called “Approved APDs

Report – Federal.” This interface allows the public to query the AFMSS database for approved

APDs by approval date, state, and administrative unit.

113. Because of a lack of unique data attributes commonly identifyingAPDs across the

AFMSS and E-Planningdatabases and their three interfaces, it is nearly impossible for the

public—and likely the agency itself—to track APDs from AFMSSinto E-Planningand back

into AFMSS as BLMconducts its three-step APD approval process. This problem, coupled with

above-describedproblems with BLM’s administrationof APD NEPAin E-Planning,may mean

that Conservation Groups’ list of challenged APD approvals in Appendix A and Appendix B is

possibly incomplete and only BLMis in possession of a complete itemization.

14 Decision Record of Anschutz Exploration Corporation Chopper Fed T43R71S31SESW and

Ross Fed T43R71S31SWSE, Oil and Gas Well Pads, DOI-BLM-WY-P070-2022-0042-EA, at 2,
stating, “The APDs were posted for 30 days on the BLM’s National Automated Fluid Mineral

Support System-30 Day Federal Public Posting Website, and made available in the Buffalo Field

Office public area. The final NEPA documents will also be posted to project’s E-Planning

website” (available at: https://eplanning.blm.gov/eplanning-ui/project/2018146/510).
15 Environmental Assessment DOI-BLM-NM-P020-2022-0293-EA, at 6 (available at:

https://eplanning.blm.gov/eplanning-ui/project/2017342/570).
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III. Greenhouse GasPollutionandthe Climate Crisis

climate is rapidly destabilizing with potentially catastrophic results, including rising seas, more

extreme heatwaves, increased drought and flooding, larger and more devastating wildfires and

hurricanes,and other destructive changes. It is now conclusively established that GHG

emissions from the production and combustion of fossil fuels are the predominant drivers of

climate change. According to the Fourth National Climate Assessment, eighty-five percent of

U.S.greenhousegasemissionscome from oil, gas, and coal.Carbondioxide(“CO2

leading cause of climate change and the most emitted greenhouse gas in the United States.

According to a 2018 EPAreport, Inventory of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks, 1990-

2016, carbon dioxide comprised 82% of total U.S.greenhouse gas emissions, or 5.3 billion

metric tons. EPA’sdata indicates that fossil fuel combustion accounted for 93.5% of carbon

dioxide emissions within the U.S. in 2016. Although emissions declined at the beginning of the

COVID-19 pandemic due primarily to a decrease in travel, they have since rebounded to their

highest level in history.

87 times that of CO2

impact36 times greater than that of CO2

released during the extraction, processing, transportation, and delivery of oil and gas, with

significant climate impacts. A recent peer-reviewedstudy conducted by academic experts at

Harvard University,SRONNetherlandsInstitute for Space Research, the Georgia Institute of
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114. The scientific consensus isclear: as a result of greenhouse gas emissions, our

”)115. Methane(“CH4 isanextremelypotentGHG,witha globalwarmingpotential

over a 20-year period. Over a 100-year period, methane has a climate

on a ton-for-ton basis. Large amountsof methane are

Technology, and the EnvironmentalDefense Fund found that 3.7% of gas produced in the
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Permian Basin leaked into the atmosphere.16

116. Future oil and gas development resulting from the challenged drilling permits has

andthepotentialtosignificantlyincreaseCO
2

methaneemissionsinthePermianandPowder

River Basins.

117. The IntergovernmentalPanel on Climate Change (“IPCC”) is a Nobel Prize-

winning scientific body within the United Nations that reviewsand assesses the most recent

scientific, technical, and socio-economic information relevant to our understandingof climate

change. InOctober 2018, the IPCC issued a special report that examined, in greater depth, the

impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels as compared to 2.0°C. The

IPCC’s findings included:

• Humanactivitiesare estimated to have caused approximately1.0°Cof global

warming above pre-industrial levels, with a likely range of 0.8°C to 1.2°C.
Global warmingislikely to reach1.5°Cbetween2030 and 2052 if it continues

to increase at the current rate.

• Warmingfrom anthropogenicemissionsfrom the pre-industrialperiod to the

present will persist for centuriesto millenniaandwill continueto cause further
long-termchangesin the climatesystem,such as sea levelrise,withassociated

impactsbut these emissions alone are unlikely to cause global warming of

1.5°C.

• Climate-related risks to health, livelihoods, food security, water supply, human
security, and economic growth are projected to increase with global warming

of 1.5° C and increase further with 2° C. Limiting warming to 1.5° C could

reduce the number of people both exposed to climate-related risks and

susceptible to poverty by up to several hundred million by 2050 (medium
confidence).

• Pathwayslimitingglobalwarmingto 1.5°C with noor limitedovershootwould
require rapid and far-reaching transitions in energy, land, urban and

infrastructure(includingtransport and buildings),and industrialsystems(high

confidence).These systemstransitionsare unprecedentedinterms of scale,but

16 See Zhang,Y., et al, Quantifyingmethaneemissionsfrom the largest oil-producingbasin in
the UnitedStates from space,ScienceAdvancesVol.6, Issue6498 (2020),

https://doi.org/10.1126/sciadv.aaz5120.
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Biodiversity and EcosystemServices found that one million animal and plant specieswill be

threatened with extinction in the coming decades due to the threat of climate change. The

Fourth National Climate Assessment predictswidespread, intensifying,and ecosystem harms

from climate change, including: (1) soaring air and ocean temperatures; (2) more frequent and

intense heat waves, floods, and droughts; (3) more destructive hurricanesand wildfires; (4)

coastal flooding from sea level rise and increasing storm surge; (5) accelerating species

extinction risk; (6) melting Arctic sea ice, glaciers, and ice sheets; (7) the collapse of Antarctic

ice shelves; and (8) ocean acidification; and the collapse of coral reefs.

threat, but that “[w]idespread,pervasive impactsto ecosystems, people, settlements, and

infrastructure” are already being seen globally, and “[t]he rise in weather and climate extremes

has led to some irreversible impacts as natural and human systems are pushed beyond their

ability to adapt.”

of climate analysisand discussion in partsof its Sixth Assessment Report.The report outlines

three main componentsof climate justice, stating:

118. In2019, a joint report between the IPCC and the IntergovernmentalPanel on

119. In a 2022 report, the IPCC confirmed that climate change is not simply a future

120. Recently, the IPCC has also recognized climate justice as an essential component
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not necessarilyin terms of speed, and imply deep emissions reductionsin all

sectors, a wide portfolioof mitigationoptions and a significant upscalingof

investmentsin those options(mediumconfidence).

The term climate justice, while used in different ways in different contexts by

different communities, generally includes three principles: distributive justice

which refers to the allocation of burdens and benefits among individuals, nations

and generations; procedural justice which refers to who decides and participates

in decision-making; and recognition which entails basic respect and robust
engagement with and fair consideration of diverse cultures and perspectives.
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121. These findings have been affirmed by the federal government, and BLM

acknowledgesin EAsfor the challenged APDs that global warming isanthropogenic and

“primarily attributed to human activities such as fossil fuel combustion, industrial processes,

and land use changes.”17

A. FederalClimate Policy and Initiatives

122. InExecutive Order 13514,Federal Leadership in Environmental,Energy,and

Economic Performance (Oct. 5, 2009), President Obama called on all federal agencies to

“measure, report, and reduce their GHG emissions from direct and indirect activities.” 74 Fed.

Reg. 52,117 (Oct. 8, 2009). In2015, President Obama revoked Executive Order 13514 and

issued Executive Order 13693,Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next Decade (Mar.25,

2015), which superseded EO 13514 and reaffirmed the federal government’s commitment to

reducing GHGemissions. 80 Fed. Reg. 15,871(Mar.25, 2015).18

123. In2009, EPA issued a formal finding under the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. §

7521(a), that the changes in our climate caused by elevated concentrationsof greenhouse gases

in the atmosphere are reasonably anticipated to endanger the public health and welfare of

current and future generations. 74 Fed. Reg. 66,496 (Dec. 15,2009). EPA concluded that “the

body of scientific evidence compellingly supports” the finding and recognized the potential

human-inducedclimate change to have “far-reaching and multidimensional” impacts. Id.at

66,497.

17 See, e.g., 2021 Carlsbad Field Office EA DOI-BLM-NM-P020-2021-0835-EA at 15, stating,
“global warming refers to the apparent warming of climate observed since the early 20th century

and is primarily attributed to human activities such as fossil fuel combustion, industrial

processes, and land use changes.”
18 While President Trump revoked President Obama’s Executive Order 13693, President Trump
nonetheless required federal agencies to track and report on GHGs. Executive Order 13834, 83

Fed. Reg. 23,771 (May 17, 2018).
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2016 GHG Guidance at 9, 10-11(emphasisadded).
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124. The CEQ has recognized the unique nature of climate change and the challenges

it imposes on NEPA compliance. As explained above, while the Trump administration

rescinded CEQ’s 2016 GHG Guidance, the Biden administrationdirected that federal agencies

may use this guidance. The 2016 GHGGuidance, applicable to all proposed federal agency

actions, “including land and resource management actions,” recognized that:

Climate change results from the incremental addition of GHG emissions from

millions of individual sources, which collectively have a large impact on a global

scale. CEQ recognizes that the totality of climate change impacts is not
attributable to any single action, but are exacerbated by a series of actions

including actions taken pursuant to decisions of the Federal Government.

Therefore, a statement that emissions from a proposed Federal action represent

only a small fraction of global emissions is essentially a statement about the

nature of the climate change challenge, and is not an appropriate basis for
deciding whether or to what extent to consider climate change impacts under

NEPA. Moreover, these comparisons are also not an appropriate method for

characterizing the potential impacts associated with a proposed action and its

alternatives and mitigations because this approach does not reveal anything

beyond the nature of the climate change challenge itself: the fact that diverse
individual sources of emissions each make a relatively small addition to global

atmospheric GHG concentrations that collectively have a large impact.

125. The 2016 GHG Guidance provides that, “[i]n the context of long-range energy,

transportation, and resource management strategies . . . it would be useful and efficient to

provide an aggregate analysis of GHG emissions or climate change effects in a programmatic

analysis and then incorporate by reference that analysis into future NEPA reviews.” Id.at 31.

126. InExecutive Order 14008,President Biden acknowledged that:

The scientific community has made clear that the scale and speed of necessary [to

address climate change] is greater than previously believed. There is little time

left to avoid setting the world on a dangerous, potentially catastrophic, climate

trajectory. Responding to the climate crisis will require both significant short-term

global reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and net-zero emission by mid-
century or before.

Executive Order 14008,86 Fed. Reg. 7619, (Feb. 1,2021).
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127. Later in 2021, the Secretary of the Interior issued Secretarial Order 3399, which

instructs“all Bureaus/Officesto utilize science and enhance opportunities for Tribal and

environmental justice community engagement in the NEPA and decision-makingprocess.”

Specifically, it orders agencies to “consider impactson both the natural or physical environment

as well as social, cultural, and economic impacts,” and it emphasizes the importance of Tribal

consultation.19

128. InOctober 2021, BLMreleased a report on the annual greenhouse gas emissions

and climate trends associated with federal oil and gas development: 2020 BLMSpecialist

Report on Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Trends (“BLMSpecialist Report”).

This report isspecifically focused on “estimating GHGemissions from coal, oil, and gas

development that isoccurring, and is projected to occur, on the federal onshore mineral estate.”

It includes a summary of current emissions estimates from development and production,as well

as “longer term assessmentsof potential federal fossil fuel GHGemissions and the anticipated

climate change impacts resulting from the cumulative global GHGburden,” and isbeing used

as “a tool for evaluating the cumulative impacts of GHG emissions from fossil fuel energy

leasing and development authorizations on the federal onshore mineral estate.”

129. The BLMSpecialist Report is designed to be updated annually, this report

provides both short- and long-term emissions estimates based on projected development, and

“serves as a tool to track the evolution of climate science and policy in order to provide decision

makers with the best available data to implement management strategies consistent with

19 Secretarial Order 3399, available at:

https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.gov/files/elips/documents/so-3399-508_0.pdf.
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regulatory requirements.” The report contains discussion of carbon budgets and isexplicitly

intended to be used as a supplement to NEPA analysisat the project or decision level.20

130. In2019, the D.C.District Court found in WildEarth Guardiansv. Zinke that BLM

must “consider the cumulative impact of GHGemissions generated by past, present, or

reasonably foreseeable BLMlease sales in the region and nation.” 368 F. Supp. 3d 41, 77

(D.D.C.2019).

B. Greenhouse GasPollutionfrom the BLM Fossil Fuel Program

131. BLMis responsible for the management of over 700 million acres of federal

onshore subsurface minerals.Based on 2012 figures, the ultimate downstream GHGemissions

from fossil fuel extraction from federal landsand waters by private leaseholders accounts for

approximately 21% of total U.S.GHGemissions and 24% of all energy-related GHG

emissions.21

132. According to a 2018 report from the U.S. Geological Survey (“USGS”), fossil

fuel development on federal lands in 2014 released 1.279 GtCO2

emissions.22nation’sCO2 BasedonEPAdata,thisistheequivalentofannualGHGemissions

from over 329 coal-fired power plants.

20 2020 BLM Specialist Report on Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Trends,

available at: https://www.blm.gov/sites/blm.gov/files/docs/2021-

11/2020%20BLM%20Specialist%20Report%20-

%20GHG%20Emissions%20and%20Climate%20Trends%20%2811-3-21%29.pdf.
21 Stratus Consulting, “Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Fossil Fuel Energy Extracted from

Federal Lands and Waters: An Update” at 10 (2014), available at:

http://riggingthesystem.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Stratus-Report.pdf.
22 See Merrill, M.D. et al., 2018, Federal lands greenhouse gas emissions and sequestration in
the United States—Estimates for 2005–14: U.S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigations

Report 2018-5131 at 1 (2018).
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lease parcels, covering over 26.6 million acres of public lands, on which 96,110 active

producible wells are drilled. The area already leased for oil and gas extraction covers an area

nearly as large as all federal lands combined in the State of New Mexico (27.5 million acres) or

the State of Wyoming (30 million acres). It would cover more than 35% of the entire State of

NewMexico,and more than 43% of the entire State of Wyoming.

issuance of hundreds of new federal oil and gas leases and subsequently approves thousands of

new APDs on public lands across the Interior West without meaningfully acknowledgingor

fully evaluating the climate change implicationsof its actions.

and northwest Texas takes place in an area known to the oil industry as the Permian Basin,

based on geologic nomenclature for the predominantly Permian-era oil- and gas-bearing

formations in the region. The NewMexico portion of the Permian ispredominantly composed

of federally-managed lands and minerals,whereas the Texas portion is largely privately owned.

Office, generally covers the NewMexico portion of the Greater Carlsbad region/PermianBasin,

which includes all or part of Eddy,Lea, Chavez, Roosevelt,and Quay counties.
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133. As of October 2020, BLM-managedlands contained 37,496 individualoil and gas

134. Inspite of the worsening climate crisis, BLMcontinues to authorize the sale and

C. Greenhouse GasPollutionfrom the Greater CarlsbadRegion

135. Oil and gas development in the Greater Carlsbad region of southeast NewMexico

136. BLM’s Pecos District,consisting of the Carlsbad Field Office and Roswell Field

137. Nearly one-third of the United States’ crude oil now comes from the Permian

Basin/Greater Carlsbad region, making it the largest shale-oil producing region in the country.
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And oil and gas production from this region continues to grow rapidly.23

138. New Mexico is the source of 6% of all CO2

production,higher than those of all but one other state. New Mexico is also the source of 23%

of all methane emissions from federal lands, higher than those of every state except Wyoming.24

139. On November 28, 2018, Interior announced the resultsof a formal USGS

assessment of the oil and gas resource potential of two of the geologic unitswithin the Greater

Carlsbad region’sPermian Basin, the Wolfcamp Shale and overlying Bone Spring Formation in

the Delaware Basin. According to Interior, these two geologic units alone contain an estimated

mean of 46.3 billion barrelsof oil, 281trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and 20 billion barrelsof

natural gas liquids.

140. BLMhas played a critical role in facilitating the explosive growth in oil and gas

production in NewMexico and the Greater Carlsbad region. Between 2009 and 2020, BLM

issued leases covering over 550,000 acres of New Mexico public lands. Over 190,000 acres of

leases were sold just between 2016 and 2020.

D. Greenhouse GasPollutionfrom the Powder River Basin

141. The Powder River Basin is located in northeast Wyoming and southeast Montana,

and oil and gas development associated with it is administered by the Buffalo and Casper Field

Offices.Wyomingis the source of 57% of all CO2

production,higher than those of every other state combined.25 Wyoming is also the source of

23 EIA, This Week in Petroleum, Permian & Gulf of Mexico Regions Expected to Drive
Continued Record-High U.S. Crude Oil Production Through 2020, available at:

https://www.eia.gov/petroleum/weekly/archive/2019/190221/includes/analysis_print.php.
24 Merrill, M.D. et al., 2018, Federal lands greenhouse gas emissions and sequestration in the

United States—Estimates for 2005–14: U.S. Geological Survey Scientific Investigations Report

2018-5131 at 9 (2018).
25 Id.
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IV. BLM’s Failure to Comply with NEPAand Address EnvironmentalJustice
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28% of all methane emissions from federal lands, higher than those of every other state.

142. Today, however, it has become a site of considerable oil and gas production. As

in the Greater Carlsbad region, development in the Powder River Basin has expanded due to

horizontal drilling and multi-stage hydraulic fracturing.

143. “EJpopulations” or “EJ communities” experience disproportionate risks and

impacts from oil and gas extraction, GHG emissions, and climate change not only due to

disproportionate exposures, but also because of underlying economic, social, and structural

inequities and injustices that compound the effects of pollution and climate change and impede

resilience.

144. Both the Permian Basin and Wyoming are home to “minority populations” and/or

“low income populations,”26 commonly referred to as “Environmental Justice (“EJ”)”

populations or communities,who could experience––or are already experiencing––

disproportionate,adverse risksand effects resulting from BLM’s approvalsof the APDs

challenged herein, and from BLM’s fossil fuel program overall. Moreover, there are people and

communitiesboth within and outside of the Permian and Powder River Basin experiencing

ongoing inequitiesand injustices or “social vulnerabilities”27 that make them more likely than

others to suffer adverse and disproportionate risksand impacts from climate change.

145. Using the criteria for identifying“minority populations” and “low-income

populations” in the 1997 CEQ Guidance on environmental justice in the NEPA process, BLM

26Accordingto the definitionsand identificationcriteria inEO 12898and the CEQ Guidance on

environmentaljustice in the NEPAprocess.See CEQ 1997,infra ¶ 47, at 25-27.
27 See EPA.2021.ClimateChangeand SocialVulnerabilityin the UnitedStates:A Focuson Six

Impacts,EPA 430-R-21-003,availableat: https://www.epa.gov/cira/social-vulnerability-report.
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itself determined in EAsfor 2021and 2022 lease sales28 that there are “EJpopulationsof

concern” present in Lea and Eddy Counties, in New Mexico’sCarlsbad Field Office, and EJ

“communities of concern” present in Chavesand Lea Counties, in NewMexico’s Pecos District

Office. Specifically, the populations of Lea County and Eddy County are over 50% “minority”

(63.9% of the population in Lea County and 52.4% in Eddy County, according to 2018 census

population estimatesused by the Carlsbad Field Office). More than 50% of the population in

Chaves and Lea Counties is of Hispanic or Latino origin according to 2020 census data used by

the Pecos District Office, and the percent of the population below the poverty line in Chaves

County (19.4%) exceeds that of the state of New Mexico overall.

146. BLMhas not identifiedEJpopulationsusing the above criteria in the Buffalo or

Casper Field Offices, and there is no indication that such consideration was given at either the

leasing or APD stages. However,BLM’sWyoming State Office has at least acknowledged EJ at

the leasing stage in a 2021EA.

147. BLMaltogether omitted environmental justice from its consideration and NEPA

documentation for the Permian and Powder River Basin APDs challenged here, representing a

fundamental violation of NEPA.However, the agency has elsewhere acknowledged its

obligation to consider environmental justice, including, for example, in EAs for 2021and 2022

lease sales in the Permian Basin and in Wyoming. Inparticular, the January 2021lease sale EA

for the BLMCarlsbad Field Office acknowledged the agency’s obligation to consider

28 January 2021 lease sale, BLM Carlsbad Field Office EA, available at:

https://eplanning.blm.gov/public_projects/2000535/200380391/20038908/250045103/EA_CFO_

Jan2021LeaseSale_Final_508.pdf; First quarter 2022 lease sale, BLM Pecos District Office EA,

available at:
https://eplanning.blm.gov/public_projects/2015540/200495201/20057761/250063943/EA_PDO_

Quarter%20One%202022_LeaseSale_ProtestDraft_clean_508%20(1).pdf
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environmental justice not only under EO 12898,but also under itsown BLMHandbook,

Appendix D.The BLMWyoming State Office has also cited EO12898 in a 2021lease sale EA.

Inboth instances,however,beyond such an acknowledgment,BLMfailed to provide any actual

analysis of the environmental justice impacts of oil and gas leasing and development, and

therefore the agency cannot tier to these documents for the APD approvals challenged here

because no such analysis exists.

elsewhere, BLMfailed to include any analysisor even mention of environmental justice, or the

potential for disproportionate and adverse risks and impacts, in its NEPAdocumentation for the

2,726 challenged APD approvals from the Carlsbad and RoswellField Offices. Similarly,BLM

failed to include any analysisor even mention of environmental justice, or the potential for

disproportionate and adverse risks and impacts, in its NEPAdocumentation for the 809

challenged APD approvals from the Buffalo and Casper Field Offices.

challenged herein will result in 490-600 million tons of CO2

emissions will contribute to and are a primary driver in worsening the climate crisis and

resulting climate-induced impacts, including environmental justice impacts.

environmental justice communities are more likely than others to be disproportionately exposed

to and impacted by climate-exacerbateddroughts, wildfires, storms, and other adverse effects,

and less able to access resources to help recover from the effects of climate change. For

example, American Indianand Alaska Native individuals are 48% more likely than others to
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148. Despite BLM’srecognitionof EO 12898 and environmental justice obligations

149. As discussed above, oil and gas development from BLM’s APD approvals

150. The cumulative climate impacts of GHG emissions are not felt evenly. Notably,

live in areas where the highest percentage of land is projected to be inundated due to sea level
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V. BLM’s Failure to Comply with the EndangeredSpecies Act
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rise.29 Climate-exacerbatedextreme drought and historic wildfires currently being experienced

in New Mexico have resulted in the lossof generational homes in Hispanic and low-income

communities and destroyed untold areas of cultural significance.

151. BLMhas also never analyzed the broader environmental justice impacts from

cumulative GHG emissions and climate change resulting from the challenged APD approvalsor

from its fossil fuel program overall.

152. BLMhas not offered any explanation for its failure to evaluate, or even to

mention,environmental justice impacts––includingdisproportionate and adverse climate

impacts––in its NEPA analyses for the challenged APD approvals. The agency has thus

“entirely failed to consider an important aspect of the problem” Motor VehiclesMfrs.Assoc. v.

State FarmMut. Auto Ins.Co., 463 U.S. at 43.

153. The climate crisis poses significant risks to threatened and endangered species

across the United States.

154. Federal agenciesundertake and have completed nationwide consultationswhen

the scope of their actionsand the indirect effects of their actions have nationwide consequences

for listed species under the ESA.

155. The emissionof 490-600milliontons of CO2

fossil fuels extracted from BLMlandsunder the challenged APDs is nationally significant and

will have indirect effects on environments across the entire United States. For purposesof

Section 7 of the ESA, the action area of indirect effects from APD approvals is the entirety of

the United States.

29 EPA,Climate Change and Social Vulnerability in the United States (2021), supra n.27 at 6.
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seals. Sea level rise threatens coastal habitats, potentially wiping out the Florida Key deer,

Atlantic salt-marsh snake, and Pacific tidewater goby.

songbirds, the Mount Graham red squirrel, and Western glacier stonefly out of their last

remaining homes. Aridification of the Colorado River Basin will starve Colorado pikeminnow

and other endangered fish of critical Colorado River recovery flows. Ocean acidification and

warming temperatures are destroying the nations and world’s coral reefs.

desert tortoise and mountain yellow-legged frogs are being pushed to the brink by extreme heat,

droughts, and weather.

being driven by recklessand unsustainable extraction of fossil fuels, including on lands and

waters managed by the Department of the Interior and the Bureau of Land Management.But at

no point hasBLMeven considered the harms being caused by the burning of fossil fuels upon

threatened and endangered species.

impacts of federal actions that may harm endangered and threatened species. Despite this

unambiguousrequirement, the BLMhas never at any stage in the fossil fuel leasing or

production approval processconsulted with the U.S.Fish and Wildlife Service and National

Marine FisheriesService on the impactsof the emissions from burning fossil fuels extracted

from public lands. It has instead myopically limited its analysis, if any, to localized impacts

only.

156. Continuing decline of Arctic sea-ice is an existential threat to polar bears and ice-

157. Rising temperatureswill push mountain-top species, including Hawaii’s

158. More than 100 other endangered and threatened species, including Pacific salmon,

159. This looming climate catastrophe, the impactsof which are already underway, is

160. The EndangeredSpecies Act plainly requires federal agencies to consult on the
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was the first species in the United States to be protected primarily because of future climate

change-related impactscaused by greenhouse gases.

Interior,David Bernhardt, released legal opinion M-37017,Guidance on the Applicability of the

EndangeredSpecies Act’s Consultation Requirements to ProposedActions Involvingthe

Emission of Greenhouse Gases (“Bernhardt Legal Opinion”).This legal opinion was based on

the following sentence within a two page memorandumby the head of the U.S.Geological

Survey: “It iscurrently beyond the scope of existing science to identify a specific source of CO2

emissions and designate it as the cause of specific climate impactsat an exact location.” The

Solicitor stated in its legal opinion M-37017, the “requisite causal connections cannot be made

between the emissionsof GHGs from a proposed agency action and specific localized climate

change as it impacts listed species or critical habitat.” The Solicitor found that: “Based on the

USGSstatement, and its continued scientific validity, we conclude that where the effect at issue

is climate change in the form of increased temperatures, a proposed action that will involve the

emission of GHGcannot pass the ‘may affect’ test and isnot subject to consultation under the

ESAand its implementingregulations.” Fourteen years following its issuance, the Bernhardt

Legal Opinion continues to the basis on which federal agencies, including Defendants here, fail

to engage in Section 7 consultation in connection with agency actions that contribute to climate

change-related effects on endangered and threatened species.

developed significantly since the Bernhardt Legal Opinion was issued. Since 2008, the IPCC
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161. InMay of 2008 the polar bear was listed as a threatened species under the ESA. It

162. Five months later, in October of 2008, the then-Solicitor of the Department of the

163. Climate science and research on the impacts of climate change has evolved and

has published the Fifth Assessment Report and will publish the final version of the Sixth
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Assessment Report in 2022. Similarly, the United States government published the Second

National Climate Assessment in 2009, the Third Climate Assessment in 2014 and the Fourth

National Climate Assessment in 2018. Since 2008, numerous additional species have been listed

under the ESA due to the threat of climate change including three songbirds in Hawaii,22 coral

species, the bearded seal, ringed seal, and western glacier stonefly.

minor, theoretical threat, to the primary threat driving their decline. For example, the Hawaiian

crested honeycreeper,or ' kohekohe,was first listed in 1967.While ESA-listed for over 50

years, its small population was relatively stable until recently.Now,warming temperatures are

allowing mosquitos and avian malaria to move to higher elevations on Maui and its extinction is

predicted this decade.

program on listed species at the permitting stage or any other stage. Insome instances, the

agency has relied on antiquated biological opinions, some of which predate the listing of the

polar bear, that never considered climate change impacts. It has never assessed the development

of climate science and its ability to attribute impacts to the environment, specific ecosystems or

species, or the numerous species that have been added to the list of threatened and endangered

species over the past 15 years.

relevant field office, BLMmust either complete a consultation with USFWS that evaluates the

impacts of fossil fuel development on threatened or endangered species, or it must reinitiate

consultation on a previously issued opinion to ensure that those previously unconsidered
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164. For other species listed before 2008, the threat of climate change has gone from a

165. BLMhas failed entirely to consult on the climate impactsof its fossil fuel

166. For each of the APDs referenced below in Appendix A and Appendix B by

impacts will not jeopardize the continued existence of listed species.
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Office has approved, without consultation, at least 2,726 APDs in the 16-monthperiod since

President Biden took office. The Carlsbad RMP was last revised in 1997,with amendments in

2008 to address new information regarding the now-listed lesser prairie chicken and now-

candidate dunes sagebrush lizard.USFWS prepared a biological opinion in 1997,addressing

only impacts to the Pecos bluntnose shiner from the BLM’s RMP for the Carlsbad management

area. That biological opinion found the RMP not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of

the Bluenose shiner, citing therein USFWS’s1996 concurrence with the BLM’s “no effect” and

“not likely to adversely affect” determination for black-footed ferret, brown pelican, peregrine

falcon, Mexican spotted owl, Pecos gambusia, Arkansas river shiner, Pecos bluntnose shiner,

interior least tern, northern aplomado falcon, southwestern willow flycatcher, bald eagle,

Kuenzler hedgehog cactus, Lloyd's hedgehog cactus, gypsum wild-buckwheat,and Lee

pincushion cactus.

from BLMoil and gas activities within the immediate area of oil and gas activitiesor within the

full action area where indirect effects are likely to occur due to greenhouse gas emissions and

climate change. It further explicitly stated that “[t]his plan-level consultation, however,does not

eliminate the need for BLMto conduct future action-specific biological assessments pursuant to

50 CFR 1402.12 to determine if any actions are likely to adversely affect listed or proposed

species or adversely modify critical habitat.” USFWS,ProgrammaticBiologicalOpinion for the

Carlsbad Resource Management Plan Amendment (1997), in BLM,Carlsbad Approved
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167. New Mexico – CarlsbadFieldOffice: BLM’s Carlsbad, New Mexico Field

168. The 1997 biological opinion contains no discussion of climate-related impacts

Resource Management Plan Amendment and Record of Decision at AP4-137.
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time or subsequently for oil and gas activities in New Mexico.

approved, without consultation, 478 APDs in the 16-monthperiod since Biden took office. In

2015, the BLMapproved RMPs for both its Miles City and Buffalo Field Offices, located in

Montana and Wyoming, respectively.USFWSprepared a programmatic biological opinion for

the 2015 Buffalo RMP examining the local effects on the Northern long-eared bat and Ute

Ladies-tresses(although not on pallid sturgeon, present immediately downstream of the

planning area).

change or from greenhouse gas emissions associated with BLMoil and gas activities within the

immediate area of oil and gas activitiesor within the full action area where indirect effects are

likely to occur due to greenhouse gas emissionsand climate change.

time or subsequently for oil and gas activities in the Buffalo Field Office.

approved, without consultation, 331APDs in the 16-monthperiod. USFWSprepared a 2007

programmatic Biological Opinion for the Casper Resource Management Plan,addressing local

impacts to black-footed ferret, Preble’s meadow jumping mouse, Colorado butterfly plant,

blowout penstemon,Ute ladies’-tresses orchid, and Platte River downstream listed species.
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169. There is no evidence that BLMever consulted on climate-imperiledspecies at that

170. Wyoming – Buffalo FieldOffice: BLM’sBuffalo,Wyoming Field Office has

171. That opinion contains no discussion of impacts to any species from climate

172. There is no evidence that BLMever consulted on climate-imperiledspecies at that

173. Wyoming – Casper FieldOffice: BLM’s Casper, Wyoming Field Office has

174. The opinion contains no discussion of impacts to any species from climate change

or from greenhouse gas emissions associated with BLMoil and gas activities within the
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VI. Failure to Comply with FLPMA

immediate area of oil and gas activitiesor within the full action area where indirect effects are

likely to occur due to greenhouse gas emissionsand climate change.

time or subsequently for oil and gas activities in the Casper Field Office.

trustee of federal public lands for the benefit of the American people and the regulator of

federal public lands uses. FLPMA requiresInterior to:

and resource management planning generally, or to the federal onshore oil and gas program

specifically.

degradation,” therefore preventing BLMfrom applying FLPMA’s substantive mandate to take

action necessary to prevent unnecessary and undue degradation when authorizing the challenged

oil and gas drilling permits, or when considering the broader cumulative climate impacts that
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175. There is no evidence that BLMever consulted on climate-imperiledspecies at that

176. FLPMA providesInterior with the authority and responsibility to serve as both the

• Protectpublic landvaluesincludingair and atmospheric,water resource,

ecological,environmental,and scenic values,and to preserveand protect “certain
public landsin their naturalcondition,” and “foodand habitat for fish and

wildlife”;

• Account for “the long-term needsof future generations”;

• Prevent “permanent impairment of the productivity of the land and quality of the

environment”; and

• “[T]ake any action necessary to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the

lands.”

177. These substantive obligations have existed since the passage of FLPMA in 1976.

178. However, Interior has never defined how the multiple use mandatesapply to land

179. Moreover,BLMhas never defined what constitutes “unnecessary and undue

the oil and gas program causes on public lands.
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duties, that discretion isnot unlimited and FLPMA’s mandates cannot be ignored.This is

particularly true where, as here, the agency acknowledges that itsapproval of over 3,500 oil and

gas drilling permits on federal public landswill result in substantial greenhouse gas emissions,

that such emissions are a fundamental cause of the climate crisis, and that the climate crisis

results in ongoing and escalating impacts to public lands. Yet the agency has failed to take

action to prevent unnecessary and undue degradation to public lands—as is its substantive

obligation.

Climate Assessment scientific consensus, that “[c]urrent ongoing global climate change is

caused, in large part, by the atmospheric buildup of GHGs,” which include CO2

fluorinated gases. Quoting the IPCC’sclimate assessment report,BLMoffers: “Warming of the

climate system is unequivocal,and since the 1950s,many of the observed changes are

unprecedentedover decades to millennia.The atmosphere and ocean have warmed, the amounts

of snow and ice have diminished, sea level has risen, and the concentration of greenhouse gases

have increased.”

specific impact assessmentsfor climate change, that each region has experienced increasing

temperatures, and that the largest changes were in the western have of the United States. For

example, in New Mexico,since 1980 the mean annual temperature increased by approximately

2.5° F,and that drought is currently more severe than any in recent historical record. Wyoming

has experienced net warming of 1.4° F since the beginning of the 20th century with three of the
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180. While Interior has discretion in how it implementsthese conservation-centered

181. As BLMadmits in its Specialist Report,and in reliance on IPCC and the National

182. BLMalso recognizes that the National Climate Assessment provides region-

four hottest years on record since 2012. These effects are already occurring.
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emission scenarios. For example, in New Mexico temperatures could increase by as much as

12°F above current levels by the end of the century. Precipitationis projected to decrease, with

negative impactson snowpack. There would be decreases in overall water availability by one-

quarter to one-third, with increased frequency and intensity of both droughtsand floods.

Wyoming would experience unprecedentedwarming, with mean temperaturesprojected to

increase by about 10° F,with increasesin heat wave and drought intensity.This will increase

the risk of wildfires, which are projected to become more frequent and severe.

2019” with increased in CO2

processesand combustion. The agency further acknowledges the “general consensus among

climate scientists that to limit global temperature rise to 1.5° C and avoid serious climate

changes, global emissionsmust drop to 25,000 Mt by 2030.” The United States is responsible

for over 13% of current global emissions, while “emissionsfrom oil in the U.S. increased in

recent years due primarily to the increase from new production in basins such as the Permian,”

and “emissionsfrom natural gas have increased dramatically both globally, and in the U.S., due

to increases in production and demand.”

increase through 2050 from about 35 billion metric tons of CO2

and that 82% of total U.S. emissions are due to energy production and use from fossil fuels.

duty to take action to prevent the unnecessary and undue degradation of public lands, either
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183. BLMalso predicts future climate impacts at a state-level based on various

emissions184. “GlobalfossilCO2 wereestimatedat38,000Mt[milliontons]for

emissions being attributable to fossil fuel use in industrial

185. BLM also acknowledges that global energy related CO2

186. The agency has nonetheless refused to apply such admissionsto its substantive

generally or as applied its authorization of oil and gas drilling permitschallenged here.
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FIRSTCLAIMFORRELIEF

Failure to Take a HardLook at the SignificanceandSeverity of Greenhouse Gas Pollution

(Violationof NEPA)

Appendix A and Appendix B below.

Federal Defendants must take a hard look at the direct, indirect, and cumulative environmental

consequencesof their proposed actions. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(i)-(v);40 C.F.R. §§ 1500.1(b),

1502.1.Cumulative impacts from the challenged oil and gas drilling authorizations include the

combined impact of oil and gas development with other past, present and reasonably

foreseeable development at a regional and national scale.

“any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resourceswhich would be involved in the

proposed action should it be implemented.” 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(v).

enable the agency and other interested parties to “evaluate the severity” of the effects.

Robertsonv. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332 at 352.

agencies must nonetheless bear in mind NEPA’s mandate to “develop methods and procedures

… which will insure that presently unquantifiedenvironmental amenities and values may be

given appropriate consideration in decision making along with economic and technical
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CLAIMS FORRELIEF

187. Conservation Groups incorporate by reference all preceding paragraphs and

188. Pursuant to NEPA,NEPA’s implementingregulations,and applicable case law,

189. BLMis required to provide a hard look analysis of these impacts before there are

190. NEPAdocumentation must do more than merely identify impacts, it must also

191. Where information relevant to foreseeable adverse impacts isunavailable,

considerations. 42. U.S.C. § 4332(2)(B).
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BLMfailed to take the required hard look at the cumulative GHG emissionsand the impacts of

those emissionson climate change. BLMalso failed to discuss the cumulative effects of these

emissions across federal public landsmanaged through BLM’s oil and gas program.

cumulative greenhouse gas emissions or the severity of resulting climate impacts, and failed to

employ available tools for assessing the impact of the climate pollution caused by the

production and combustion of the federal mineral resources authorized by the challenged APDs.

BLM’sfailure to discuss the severity or impact of these emissions and the broader, cumulative

impacts to which they incrementally contribute, despite the availability of tools to do so, is

contrary to NEPA,42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(ii) and its implementingregulations,40 C.F.R. §§

1500.1(b),1502.1,and is arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion pursuant to the APA. 5

U.S.C. § 706(2).

Appendix A and Appendix B below.

drilling authorizations at any scale or for any region, including at the local level where drilling

occurs or for disproportionally climate impacted environmental justice communities.

which BLMmust take a hard look under NEPA.See Council on Envt’lQuality, Environmental
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192. For all the oil and gas drilling permits identified in Appendix A and Appendix B,

193. BLMoil and gas drilling permit authorizations failed to take a hard look at

SECONDCLAIMFORRELIEF

Failure to Take a HardLookat EnvironmentalJustice

(Violationof NEPA)

194. Conservation Groups incorporate by reference all preceding paragraphs and

195. BLMfailed to consider the environmental justice impacts of itsoil and gas

196. Environmental justice is a relevant factor and important aspect of the problem at

Justice: Guidance Under the National Environmental Policy Act (December 10,1997),at 8
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(“[e]nvironmentaljustice issues may arise at any step of the NEPA process and agenciesshould

consider these issuesat each and every step of the process, as appropriate”).

challenged APD approvals, and failing to consider the environmental justice implicationsof

increased GHG emissions and cumulative climate impacts,BLMacted arbitrarily and

capriciously by “entirely failing to consider an important aspect of the problem,” See Motor

Vehicle Ass'n v. State Farm Mutual Auto. Ins.,463 U.S. at 43; see also WildEarth Guardians v.

Zinke, 368 F.Supp. 3d 41, 58 (D.D.C.2019) (noting arbitrary and capriciousstandard from

State Farmand stating that “[t]his standard applies when assessing an agency's compliance with

NEPA.”).

a satisfactory explanation for itsactions, including a rational connection between the facts found

and choices made, was arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, and contrary to NEPA,42

U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C)(ii),and its implementingregulations,40 C.F.R. §§ 1500.1(b),1502.1,and

the APA, 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).

Appendix A and Appendix B below.

departments and agencies shall seek to conserve endangered species and threatened species and

shall utilize their authorities in furtherance of the purposes of this [Act].” 16 U.S.C. §
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197. By failing to conduct any environmental justice analysis in its EAs for the

198. BLM’s failure to take a hard look at impactsto environmental justice or articulate

THIRDCLAIMFORRELIEF

Failure to ConsultonClimate-ImpactedSpecies

(Violationof the ESA7(a)(2))

199. Conservation Groups incorporate by reference all preceding paragraphs and

200. Section 2(c) of the EndangeredSpecies Act establishes“that all Federal

1531(c)(1).The ESA defines “conservation” to mean “the use of all methods and procedures
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which are necessary to bring any endangered species or threatened species to the point at which

the measures provided pursuant to this Act are no longer necessary.” 16 U.S.C. § 1532(3).

funded, or carried out by such agency…isnot likely to jeopardize the continued existence of

any endangered species or threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modification

of habitat of such species…determined…tobe critical.” 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2).

agency action that “may affect listed species or critical habitat.” According to the ESA

implementingregulations, “Actions” requiring consultation under the ESA are broadly defined

to include “activities or programs of any kind authorized, funded, or carried out, in whole or in

part, by Federal agencies,” including “the granting of … permits” and all “actions directly or

indirectly causing modifications to the land, water, or air.” 50 C.F.R. § 402.02. BLM’s

consideration and approval of applicationsfor permits to drill are discretionary federal actions

within the meaning of the ESA.

contribute to climate change which “may affect” and does in fact deleteriously affect listed

species.

“may affect” threshold for triggering the agency’sSection 7 consultation obligations, but BLM

has never consulted on the impacts of greenhouse gas emissions on threatened and endangered

species.
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201. Section 7(a)(2) requires all federal agencies to “insure that any action authorized,

202. Under the ESA,Section 7 consultation is required for every discretionary federal

203. Emissionsfrom wells and production units approved by the BLMon public lands

204. The threats to species affected by BLM-issuedpermitsclearly meets the ESA’s

205. Defendants’ failure to enter into and complete consultation with the Services

regarding the effects of BLM’s approval of applications to drill on listed species and their
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critical habitats constitutes a failure to ensure that the agency’s actions are not likely to

jeopardize the existence of listed species or result in destruction or adverse modificationof

critical habitat, in direct violation of Section 7 of the ESA,16 U.S.C. § 1536.Such action is

arbitrary and capriciouswithin the meaning of the APA, and in direct violation of Federal

Defendants’ duties pursuant to the ESA.

on climate change-imperiledspecies, Defendants may be relying on the 2008 Bernhardt Legal

Opinion. Inview of the best available science regarding the threats that climate change pose to

imperiled species, and the extent to which federal agency actions such as those involved here

contribute to such threats, Federal Defendants’ reliance on the Bernhardt Legal Opinion to

avoid any Section 7 consultation violates the ESA and is arbitrary, capricious, and not in

accordance with law in contravention of the APA.

Appendix A and Appendix B below.

ensure that their actions are not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of endangered and

threatened species or result in the destruction or adverse modificationof such species’ critical

habitat. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2).

its resource management plans when new information reveals that the action may have effects
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206. In failing to engage in Section 7 consultation regarding the effects of their actions

FOURTHCLAIMFORRELIEF

Failureto ReinitiateConsultationon Climate-ImpactedSpecies

(Violationof the ESA7(a)(2))

207. Conservation Groups incorporate by reference all preceding paragraphs and

208. Defendants have an ongoing duty pursuant to Section 7(a)(2) of the ESA to

209. The ESArequires the Bureau of Land Management to reinitiate consultation on

not previously considered. 50 C.F.R. § 402.16(b).
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considered the nationwide impacts of its fossil fuel program on the environment.

Services regarding the effects of BLM’sresource management plans on listed species and their

critical habitats constitutes a failure to ensure that the agency’s actions are not likely to

jeopardize the existence of listed species or result in destruction or adverse modificationof

critical habitat, in direct violation of Section 7 of the ESA,16 U.S.C. § 1536.Such action is

arbitrary and capriciouswithin the meaning of the APA, and in direct violation of Federal

Defendants’ duties pursuant to the ESA.

Appendix A and Appendix B below.

action necessary to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the lands.” 43 U.S.C. §

1732(b).

oil and gas drilling permit authorizations, includingmillions of metric tons of GHGemissions

per year. The agency also acknowledges—throughextensive discussion—current climate

science and the scientific consensus that BLMmanaged greenhouse gas emissions contribute to

anthropogenic climate change, that climate induced impacts are already occurring, and that

these impactswill increase and become more severe over time without dramatic emissions
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210. At no point during the entire history of the oil and gas program has BLM

211. Federal Defendants’ failure to reinitiate and complete formal consultation with the

FIFTHCLAIMFORRELIEF

Failureto PreventUnnecessaryor Undue Degradationof PublicLands

(Violationof FLPMA)

212. Conservation Groups incorporate by reference all preceding paragraphs and

213. The Secretary of the Interior is required to “by regulation or otherwise, take any

214. BLMacknowledges multiple negative environmental impactsof the challenged

reductionsand the implementationof aggressive mitigationpathways.
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challenged herein violate NEPA and its implementingregulations;

challenged herein violate the ESA and its implementingregulations;

challenged herein violate FLPMA;

authorizations challenged herein;

any applicationsfor permits to drill on federal public landsand minerals until Federal

Defendants have fully complied with NEPAand its implementingregulations,and the
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215. However,BLMhas neither defined what constitutes “unnecessary or undue

degradation” in the management of oil and gas resources and the drilling permitschallenged

here—with particular consideration of greenhouse gas emissions and resulting climate

impacts—nor has the agency explained why its authorization of over 3,500 additional drilling

permits will not result in such degradation, as required by FLPMA,43 U.S.C. § 1732(b).

216. BLM’s failure to take action necessary to prevent unnecessary or undue

degradation in the context of climate impacts is arbitrary and capricious agency action, an abuse

of discretion, and action without observance of procedures required by law, pursuant to the

APA. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2).

RELIEFREQUESTED

WHEREFORE,Plaintiff Conservation Groups respectfully request that this Court:

A. Declare that Federal Defendants’ oil and gas drilling permit authorizations

B. Declare that Federal Defendants’ oil and gas drilling permit authorizations

C. Declare that Federal Defendants’ oil and gas drilling permit authorizations

D. Vacate and set aside Federal Defendants’ oil and gas drilling permit

E. Enjoin Federal Defendants from approving or otherwise taking action to approve

substantive provisions of the ESAand FLPMA;
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by applicable law; and

may deem just, proper, and equitable.

F. Remand this matter to BLMfor further action in accordance with applicable laws;

G. Award the Conservation Groups their fees, costs, and other expenses as provided

H. Issue such relief as Conservation Groupssubsequently request or that this Court

RESPECTFULLYSUBMITTEDon the 15th day of June 2022,
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/s/ Kyle Tisdel
Kyle J. Tisdel

D.D.C. Bar No. NM006

WESTERN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW CENTER

208 Paseo del Pueblo Sur, Suite 602

Taos, New Mexico 87571
(575) 613-8050

tisdel@westernlaw.org

Attorney for PlaintiffsCenter for Biological Diversity and

WildEarth Guardians

/s/ Jason C. Rylander

Jason C. Rylander

D.C. Bar No. 474995

1411K Street NW, Suite 1300
Washington, D.C. 20005

(202) 744-2244
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Attorney for Center for BiologicalDiversity

/s/ Daniel L. Timmons

Daniel L. Timmons

D.D.C. Bar No. NM002

WildEarth Guardians
301 N. Guadalupe Street, Suite 201

Santa Fe, NM 87501

(505) 570-7014
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Attorney for WildEarth Guardians
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